R32 gtr wiring diagram

The Nissan Skyline is a line of compact sports, cars cars and compact administrator vehicles
originally produced by the Prince Motor Company starting in , and then by Nissan after the two
companies merged in After the merger, the Skyline and its larger counterpart, the Nissan Gloria,
were sold in Japan at dealership sales channels known as Nissan Prince Shop. The Skyline was
largely engineered and designed by Shinichiro Sakurai from inception, and he stayed a chief
influence of the car until his death in Iterations R30 to R34 of the Skyline are still popular tuner
cars for Japanese car enthusiasts from the s to today, especially with available features these
types of as straight-six engines, turbochargersan as well as the high-performance GT-R trim. It
is currently available in either coupe, or sedan body styles, and are most commonly known by
their trademark round tail and brake lights as of ; the station wagon bodystyle was fallen in with
the introduction of the R32 platform. This website uses cookies to improve your experience.
We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Read More. Likes
Followers Followers Followers. Looking for the best in aesthetics, weight savings and reliability
out of your harness? Our Pro Series harness completely replaces your old OEM harness so you
can forget about those electrical gremlins. With our optimized and 'tucked' approach the end
result will be a clean and worry free installation with a guaranteed start up. Wiring Specialties
offers a number of options for common performance upgrades for this product. Build your
perfect harness by selecting from the available options to the right, and as always - if you have
any questions, please reach out to us. Created with Sketch. Toggle menu Login or Sign Up
Search. Dealer List Dealer Application. For accurate coolant gauge functionality, the R32 OEM
1-pin coolant temp switch should be used in the RB26 coolant elbow. The LSU 4. For ECUs that
do not process a raw wideband signal, a controller must be used. Flex Fuel support is available
if desired. ECU Patch Harness - This optional item eliminates the need to cut into your engine
harness for accessories. Grounding Kit - Our Kit ties a number if engine components to the
body of the car and ensures that you will not have issues resulting from poor grounds. The
Grounding Kit utilizes Ultra High temp fiberglass sleeving to allow installation under or around
exhaust components. Very flexible mounting options allow you to connect the block, head,
battery tray, alternator case and chassis to completely eliminate all grounding issues. Most
Nissan to Nissan swaps can simply adjust the tachometer to compensate. Plug-n-Play vs
Universal - Plug-n-Play harnesses connect to your car's underhood fuse box for power and to
connectors under the dash for gauges etc. Universal harnesses do not need an underhood
fusebox to connect to and the wiring for gauges and warning lights is provided as a 'flying lead'
which are bare wires labeled with their function. If you used a combination of LHD and RHD
chassis connectors, please contact us as our harnesses will need modification. Don't See It?
Chances are we can do it! Please make sure you have prepared for this as each install is
different. The kits include brackets, mounting hardware, rubber boots and contact springs and
can be added to your order by selecting them from the Options list to the right. Install on other
engines will require a custom mounting solution and extra parts - please contact us for details.
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Choose Options. Welcome to SAU Community, like most online communities you must register
to view or post in our community, but don't worry this is a simple free process that requires
minimal information for you to signup. Be apart of SAU Community by signing in or creating an
account. Consider joining our newsletter for the latest content updates. Click here to register.
So I'm trying to track down the reason why my vehicle speed sensor isn't sending signal to the
ECU. This all stems from my HICAS light coming on after driving for a while, and the heavier
steering that comes with it. I've already ruled out or fixed the typical causes like speedometer
cable issues, steering wheel alignment, and power steering fluid. I know for a fact that it works
because I can test the functionality using the "simulate drive" function in the Nissan Data Scan
tool. So long story short, I think I've narrowed down the cause of the light: When I plug my
computer into the OBD port for Nissan Data Scan use, and drive around a bit, all the readings
function as they should save for one, the vehicle speed reading. It shows zero regardless of
actual vehicle speed and does not move at all despite the speedometer cluster operating as it
should. This leads me to believe that the speed signal is not reaching the ECU as it should. My
guess is that the vehicle speed sensor in the back of the speedometer unit must be faulty.
Shown in picture. Tracing the circuits that come out of this section of cable leads to the middle
speedometer plug. My question is, which speedometer plug pin corresponds to wire 53 on the
ECU? I'd like to test for continuity with a multimeter to verify that the wire is good before
whipping the wallet out to buy and try a new speedometer cluster. In the service manual, the
only mention I've found of the VSS just says to check wire 53, and the pinout diagram of the
speedometer cluster in the manual has no mention of the speed sensor. Shown below. Just

added for reference Other note, according to the pin diagram below, there should be a wire for
pin 15, but the plug in the photo shows no wire going into that slot? Apparantly that circle with
the squiggle in it connected to pin 13 and 14 is the vehicle speed sensor. Makes sense because
you can see both of these pins connecting to circuits that trace into where the sensor is. What
about the other pin connected to the VSS? I'd assume id have to check both for continuity. Just
bell out all the pins. If one of them squeaks, it's continuous. If none of them squeak, you have a
problem. Then you really do need to know which is which. Of the 2 wires on the back of the
cluster - logically, if one goes to the ECU, the other is probably power or earth, no? Update on
this: Was testing continuity based on the pinouts above and my multimeter was beeping
normally. GTSBoy was right, the other wire 14 seems to be linked to the cars ignition. While I
had the speedo out I figured I'd take the meter itself out to test the wires of the speed sensor, or
at least look at its condition. Turns out, I probably found the answer to my issue since the
Kakimoto speedo that the previous owner put in seems to be from a late model meter. There is
no sensor that the ribbon cable connects to like it's supposed to last photo , therefore no
signal. Maybe the previous owner didnt mind the heavy steering and just wanted the increased
speed reading, but I'll see to getting a proper meter. Hopefully this is the fix that finally resolves
this. Pleased to say that my hunch was correct. I picked up a Nismo km speedo for a reasonable
price and confirmed that it had the speed sensor in there before putting everything back
together. Hope these posts help someone else down the line. You need to be a member in order
to leave a comment. Sign up for a new account in our community. It's easy! Already have an
account? Sign in here. By zJoshys Started 17 hours ago. By Millerman Started 19 hours ago. By
johny Started 21 hours ago. Welcome to SAU Community Welcome to SAU Community, like
most online communities you must register to view or post in our community, but don't worry
this is a simple free process that requires minimal information for you to signup. See fewer ads!
Consider joining our newsletter for the latest content updates Click here to register Guest
Message by DevFuse. Followers 1. Recommended Posts. Posted October 17, I know for a fact
that it works because I can test the functionality using the "simulate drive" function in the
Nissan Data Scan tool So long story short, I think I've narrowed down the cause of the light:
When I plug my computer into the OBD port for Nissan Data Scan use, and drive around a bit, all
the readings function as they should save for one, the vehicle speed reading. Link to post Share
on other sites. Would it be accurate to say that one of these pins is connected to wire 53? What
is the difference between C-1 and W-1 and what does it mean? A lot of oddities today. Posted
October 21, Posted October 25, Create an account or sign in to comment You need to be a
member in order to leave a comment Create an account Sign up for a new account in our
community. Register a new account. Sign in Already have an account? Sign In Now. Go to topic
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Forum? Latest Topics. Power steering leak. Rb25det neo TPC wire to rb25de S2 loom. Gender
reveal burnout. Engine like comes on. R33 GTR Fujitsubo twin pipe exhaust. R34 Gtt Misfire
when warm, coils? Thanks man, I'll see what I can do. It seems to be coming from where the two
parts of the tank connect, but it could be the cap itself. I have no rubber rings of gaskets on cap,
does anybody know exactly where it should go and what sizes? And from the part that connects
the two parts of the reservoir , how did you reseal that part? Canada gtr ready for action. No no,
I wasn't being sarcastic man! I actually like it, I'm not sure why Like being stuck on someone's
Insta feed. You do you man! Stuck in 1st gear when parked on hill? Squeezing the oil out of
your engine bearings to hold the car on a hill sounds like a shit idea to me. R34gt limp mode
hunting and misfire. Try running some data logs via Nissan Datascan, at least you want to figure
out why it's going into limp mode. Sign In Sign Up.

